Introduction
Almost contact structure in complex, and product manfifold has been studied by Sasaki [l] . Upadhyay and Dube [2] and Ram Nivas [3] have studied almost contact hyperbolic structure and r-contact structure in a product manlifold respectively. In this paper we have considered, r smooth 1-forms and r smooth vector fields, where r is a finite integer. A generalised structure in a complex manifold and its Jt-plane field have been defined and various identities and results for this structure have been obtained. Let M be a (2n+r) dimensional differentiable manifold of differentiability class C°°. Let there exist on M a (1,1) tensor field F of class C°° , r smooth 1-forms A^ ,... and r sjaooth contravariant vector fields T 1 ,T 2 ,...,T r satisfying the following conditions r (1.1) F 2 (X) = A 2 X + J] A (X)T p , (A = + i) p=1 I for any vector field X on M) ' a) X_= F(X), 
p=1
The manifold M satisfying (1.1 J to (1.3 J is said to possess "generalised r-contact structure in a complex manifold".
On putting X = T p and Y = T p in (1.3J respectively and using (1.2) we get
Barring Y and X in (l.4)a,b respectively, we get
We have (1.9)
Proof. Barring X in (1.6), which on using (1.1) and (1.3) yields
, which on account of (1.6) yields (T.7).
On barring X and Y in (1.6) we get
or 'P(X,Y) + A. 2, F(X,Y) = 0. Formulas (l.9)a,b can be proved by putting X and Y botn equal to T P in (1.6) respectively and also using (1.2) and (1.4).
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2. The; generalised structure Let us define a new structure (F',T' P ,A' ) satisfying
where p is a non singular tensor field of type (1,1). The structure (F'., T' P , A' ) endowed with the Riemannian metric g' satisfying (2.4) is a generalised r-contact metric structure in complex manifold.
3. ar-plane field Walker [5] has studied parallel fields of partially null vectors. Here jr-plane field will be defined and studied. Operating (1.1) with P and using (1.2), we get (3.1) P 3 (X) = A 2 F(X).
Let V be the matrix -defined by def
where I is the identity tensor field. Let W be the vector fields such that
Let us take the field of planes over M spanned by the vector field W and call it by ir-plane field. Now we shall prove the following theorem. Theorem 3.1. If the manifold M admits a jr-plane field then its vectors are null vectors which are orthogonal to T p . Proof.;
In view of (3.2) and (3.3) we get Comparing this with (3.4) we obtain the result. Remarks. It can also be shown that the (f'JT'^A' } structure also admits a jr-plane field.
Nijenhuis tensor
In view of (1.1) the Nijenhuis tensor can be expressed as 
